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Read and download ebook for alpha and omega: the search for the beginning and end of
the universe by charles seife humankind has grappled for millennia with the
fundamental questions of the origin and end of the universe--it was a focus of ancient
religions and myths and of the inquiries of aristotle, galileo, copernicus, kepler, and
newton. today we are at the brink of discoveries that should soon reveal the deepest
secrets of the universe.alpha and omega is a dispatch from the front humankind has
grappled for millennia with the fundamental questions of the origin and end of the
universe--it was a focus of ancient religions and myths and of the inquiries of aristotle,
galileo, copernicus, kepler, and newton. today we are at the brink of discoveries that
should soon reveal the deepest secrets of the universe.alpha and omega is a dispatch
from the front lines of the cosmological revolution that is being waged at observatories

and laboratories around the world-in europe, in america, and even in antarctica--where
scientists are actually peering into both the cradle of the universe and its grave.
scientists--including galaxy hunters and microwave eavesdroppers, gravity theorists and
atom smashers, all of whom are on the trail of dark matter, dark energy, and the growing
inhabitants of the particle zoo-now know how the universe will end and are on the brink
of understanding its beginning. their findings will be among the greatest triumphs of
science, even towering above the deciphering of the human genome. this is the book
you need to help understand the frequent front-page headlines heralding dramatic
cosmological discoveries. it makes cutting-edge science both crystal clear and
wonderfully exciting. ...more
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WARPED PASSAGES: UNRAVELLING THE UNIVERSE'S HIDDEN
DIMENSIONS (PENGUIN PRESS SCIENCE)
in warped passages one of the world's most exciting scientists gives us a glimpse
into our future. incredibly readable - and illustrated throughout - it allows the
general reader to understand the questions that scientists are dealing with at the
frontiers of research today. lisa randall allows the reader to understand the kind of
problems that extra dimensions might solve in warped passages one of the world's
most exciting scientists gives us a glimpse into our future. incredibly readable Readable/Downloadable
and illustrated throughout - it allows the general reader to understand the
questions that scientists are dealing with at the frontiers of research today. lisa
randall allows the reader to understand the kind of problems that extra dimensions
might solve and the kind of speculation that is needed even to imagine them. she
also gives an introduction to developments in early twentieth century physics,
particle physics and string theory and addresses current debates about relativity,
quantum mechanics and gravity - and she describes the questions that are still to
be solved. ...more

THE SHAPE OF INNER SPACE: STRING THEORY AND THE
GEOMETRY OF THE UNIVERSE'S HIDDEN DIMENSIONS
string theory says we live in a ten-dimensional universe, but that only four are
accessible to our everyday senses. according to theorists, the missing six are
curled up in bizarre structures known as calabi-yau manifolds. in the shape of
inner space, shing-tung yau, the man who mathematically proved that these
manifolds exist, argues that not only is geometry fundamental string theory says
we live in a ten-dimensional universe, but that only four are accessible to our
everyday senses. according to theorists, the missing six are curled up in bizarre
structures known as calabi-yau manifolds. in the shape of inner space, shing-tung
yau, the man who mathematically proved that these manifolds exist, argues that
not only is geometry fundamental to string theory, it is also fundamental to the
very nature of our universe.time and again, where yau has gone, physics has
followed. now for the first time, readers will follow yau’s penetrating thinking on
where we’ve been, and where mathematics will take us next. a fascinating
exploration of a world we are only just beginning to grasp, the shape of inner
space will change the way we consider the universe on both its grandest and
smallest scales. ...more
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WILLIAM S BURROUGHS, THROBBING GRISTLE, BRION GYSIN
(RE/SEARCH #4/5)
in an inspired touch, re/search publisher v. vale brought together the work of
groundbreaking novelist william burroughs and avant-garde painter brion gysin
(already linked by their collaborations in the “cut-up” method of artistic creation)
with the founders of industrial music, throbbing gristle, for this seminal document
of ‘80s underground culture. originally published in an inspired touch, re/search
publisher v. vale brought together the work of groundbreaking novelist william
burroughs and avant-garde painter brion gysin (already linked by their
collaborations in the “cut-up” method of artistic creation) with the founders of
industrial music, throbbing gristle, for this seminal document of ‘80s underground
culture. originally published in 1982, the book combined “primary source
interviews,” in which subjects discuss advanced ideas involving the social control
process, creativity, and the future; scarce essays; rare fiction excerpts;
bibliographies; discographies; and biographies. the book quickly became a
celebrated addition to re/search’s notorious list and to the canon of ‘80s
subculture. this expanded edition contains previously unpublished interviews with
burroughs, gysin, and throbbing gristle by v. vale; a new article on throbbing
gristle with photographs; unseen photographs of burroughs; and much more to
satisfy both the burroughs, gysin, and gristle completist and anyone who wants to
make sense of the kinds of cultural assaults they embodied. ...more
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WARPED PASSAGES: UNRAVELING THE MYSTERIES OF THE
UNIVERSE'S HIDDEN DIMENSIONS
the universe has many secrets. it may hide additional dimensions of space other
than the familier three we recognize. there might even be another universe
adjacent to ours, invisible and unattainable for now. warped passages is a
brilliantly readable and altogether exhilarating journey that tracks the arc of
discovery from early twentieth-century physics to the razor' the universe has many
secrets. it may hide additional dimensions of space other than the familier three
we recognize. there might even be another universe adjacent to ours, invisible and
unattainable for now. warped passages is a brilliantly readable and altogether
Readable/Downloadable
exhilarating journey that tracks the arc of discovery from early twentieth-century
physics to the razor's edge of modern scientific theory. one of the world's leading
theoretical physicists, lisa randall provides astonishing scientific possibilities that,
until recently, were restricted to the realm of science fiction. unraveling the
twisted threads of the most current debates on relativity, quantum mechanics, and
gravity, she explores some of the most fundamental questions posed by
nature—taking us into the warped, hidden dimensions underpinning the universe
we live in, demystifying the science of the myriad worlds that may exist just
beyond our own. ...more
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INCREDIBLY STRANGE MUSIC, VOLUME II (RE/SEARCH #15)
"incredibly strange music" is a comprehensive guide to little-known yet amazing
vinyl recordings -- mostly from the 50s, 60s, and 70s -- like muhammad ali fights
tooth decay, jayne mansfield reading shakespeare, tchaikovsky and me, sebastion
cabot (yes, mr. french of family affair) "singing" songs by bob dylan, and tons
more
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INDUSTRIAL CULTURE HANDBOOK (RE/SEARCH #6/7)
essential library reference guide to the deviant performance artists and musicians of the industrial culture movement. features
survival research laboratories, throbbing gristle, cabaret voltaire, spk, non, monte cazazza, johanna went, sordide sentimental,
r&n, and z'ev. some topics discussed: new brain research, forbidden medical texts & films, creative crime and essential library
reference guide to the deviant performance artists and musicians of the industrial culture movement. features survival research
laboratories, throbbing gristle, cabaret voltaire, spk, non, monte cazazza, johanna went, sordide sentimental, r&n, and z'ev.
some topics discussed: new brain research, forbidden medical texts & films, creative crime and interesting criminals, modern
warfare and weaponry, neglected gore films and their directors, psychotic lyrics in past pop songs, art brut. 10 interviews,
essays, quotations, chronologies, bibliographies, discographies, filmographies, sources, and index. ...more
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INCREDIBLY STRANGE MUSIC, VOL ONE (RE/SEARCH #14)
music. cultural studies. in the new incredibly strange music, vol. 1, the editors
push way beyond the cheesy tv-celebs-do-pop-faves lp's beloved by gardenvariety music cultists. less a practical guide than a treatise on the philosophical
underpinnings of such ephemeria. -- rolling stone.
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THE WHOLE SHEBANG: A STATE-OF-THE-UNIVERSE(S) REPORT
from the prizewinning author who has been called "the greatest science writer in
the world" comes this delightfully comprehensive and comprehensible report on
how science today envisions the universe as a whole. timothy ferris provides a
clear, elegantly written overview of current research and a forecast of where
cosmological theory is likely to go in the twenty-first cen from the prizewinning
author who has been called "the greatest science writer in the world" comes this
delightfully comprehensive and comprehensible report on how science today
Readable/Downloadable
envisions the universe as a whole. timothy ferris provides a clear, elegantly
written overview of current research and a forecast of where cosmological theory
is likely to go in the twenty-first century. he explores the questions that have
occurred to even casual readers -- who are curious about nature on the largest
scales: what does it mean to say that the universe is "expanding," or that space is
"curved"? -- and sheds light on the possibility that our universe is only one among
many universes, each with its own physical laws and prospects for the emergence
of life. ...more

SAIYUKI (ZERO SUM COMICS VERSION) VOL 7 (SAIYUKI (ZERO
SUM COMICS VERSION)) (SAIYUKI UNIVERSE #7)
having been assigned by the human elders the mission of stopping an mystical
plague that has afflicted the yokai with madness, genjo sanzo assembles his team
of yokai warriors in the hopes that the affliction will not affect them. he sets up
tests that will ensure that cho hakkai, son goku and sha gojyo stay loyally by his
side as he journeys west. once they pass, the team having been assigned by the
human elders the mission of stopping an mystical plague that has afflicted the
yokai with madness, genjo sanzo assembles his team of yokai warriors in the
hopes that the affliction will not affect them. he sets up tests that will ensure that
cho hakkai, son goku and sha gojyo stay loyally by his side as he journeys west.
once they pass, the team ventures forth to rid the land of madness. ...more
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SAIYUKI (ZERO SUM COMICS VERSION) VOL 4 (SAIYUKI (ZERO
SUM COMICS VERSION)) (SAIYUKI UNIVERSE #4)
having been assigned by the human elders the mission of stopping an mystical
plague that has afflicted the yokai with madness, genjo sanzo assembles his team
of yokai warriors in the hopes that the affliction will not affect them. he sets up
tests that will ensure that cho hakkai, son goku and sha gojyo stay loyally by his
side as he journeys west. once they pass, the team having been assigned by the
human elders the mission of stopping an mystical plague that has afflicted the
yokai with madness, genjo sanzo assembles his team of yokai warriors in the
hopes that the affliction will not affect them. he sets up tests that will ensure that
cho hakkai, son goku and sha gojyo stay loyally by his side as he journeys west.
once they pass, the team ventures forth to rid the land of madness. ...more
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ANGRY WOMEN (RE/SEARCH #13)
sixteen performance artists discuss human sexuality, racism, sexism, and the ways in
which art can be used to break down taboos and dogma.
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THE HUNGER GAMES, INCLUDING: SUZANNE COLLINS,
CATCHING FIRE (2009 NOVEL), THE HUNGER GAMES TRILOGY,
MOCKINGJAY, KATNISS EVERDEEN, PEETA MELLARK, LIST OF
CHARACTERS IN THE HUNGER GAMES TRILOGY, THE HUNGER
GAMES UNIVERSE, HAYMITCH ABERNATHY
this book does not contain any of the hunger games or any writing by suzanne
collins. it consists of public domain articles written about the hunger games found
on wikipedia and other online sources. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated
from wikipedia articles and images under creative commons licensing, although as
hephaestus books continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and
Readable/Downloadable
public domain content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a
new and exciting lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book
is a collaboration focused on the hunger games.more info: the hunger games
(2008) is a young-adult science fiction novel written by suzanne collins. it was
originally published in hardcover on september 14, 2008 by scholastic. it is the
first book of the hunger games trilogy. it introduces sixteen-year-old katniss
everdeen, who lives in a post-apocalyptic world in the country of panem where
north america once stood. this is where a powerful government working in a
central city called the capitol holds power. in the book, the hunger games are an
annual televised event where the capitol chooses one boy and one girl from each
district to fight to the death. the hunger games exist to demonstrate not even
children are above the capitol's power.

ALPHA'S SHADOW: ROGUE WOLF (HAVEN CITY #2)
conner sharp, a rogue wolf and murder detective, was supposed to be an alpha –
until his pack betrayed him and left him for dead. then he met seth alwen, his new
partner, and things started looking up. the beautiful seer lusts after him – even if
he keeps an infuriating number of secrets. but something dangerous is stirring
inside conner. the urges of an alpha wolf he buri conner sharp, a rogue wolf and
murder detective, was supposed to be an alpha – until his pack betrayed him and
left him for dead. then he met seth alwen, his new partner, and things started
looking up. the beautiful seer lusts after him – even if he keeps an infuriating
number of secrets. but something dangerous is stirring inside conner. the urges of
an alpha wolf he buried years ago are rising to the surface. whenever seth is near, Readable/Downloadable
the beast threatens to unleash itself on the man conner cares for the most – the
man who might be his long lost mate. seth never thought he’d shack up with a
shifter, but conner’s allure is impossible to deny. how will his boyfriend feel
about seth’s carefully guarded past, and the secrets that could rip their relationship
apart? can seth deal with the new alpha side of his lover while confiding in conner
what their future holds? while the two men grapple with desire and trust in their
relationship, a new murder threatens haven city and all her shadow folk. a murder
that brings seth and conner front and center to a dangerous necromancer and the
one group of people the seer wants to avoid more than anything: his own family.
contains graphic m/m sex scenes ...more

THE ALPHA'S FALL (GREAT WOLVES OF PASSION, ALASKA #2)
[siren lovextreme forever: erotic paranormal ménage romance, m/f/m/m/m/m/m,
shape-shifters, light bdsm] scientist eve macmillan might have bitten off more
than she can chew. she has taken on six lovers, all of whom happen to be
werewolves. worse, there is now someone out to get them. ethan is still recovering
from his attack when his brother, noah, the alpha, makes it clear [siren lovextreme
forever: erotic paranormal ménage romance, m/f/m/m/m/m/m, shape-shifters,
light bdsm] scientist eve macmillan might have bitten off more than she can chew.
she has taken on six lovers, all of whom happen to be werewolves. worse, there is
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now someone out to get them. ethan is still recovering from his attack when his
brother, noah, the alpha, makes it clear that he wants eve. but, she feels him
pulling away from her outside of it. noah knows he’s made some mistakes. he
hasn’t been paying attention to security like he should. his preoccupation with
their mate has left them exposed and his brother fighting for his life. it hurts to
ignore eve, but he has to do it for the good of the pack. eve knows exactly why
he’s pulled away, but now that she realizes her feelings for noah go beyond lust,
this is one woman who is going to teach the leader of the pack a thing or two
about love. word count: 26,252 words ...more
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IN SEARCH OF A LOVE STORY (LOVE STORY #1)
emily donovan doesn’t have a romantic bone in her body. at least, that’s what her
friends ryan and ashley keep telling her. they’re convinced her bad luck with men
is directly related to her life-long lack of interest in all things romantic. when
emily’s latest relationship crashes and burns, she decides to go along with her
friends’ plans for a romance research project. su emily donovan doesn’t have a
romantic bone in her body. at least, that’s what her friends ryan and ashley keep
telling her. they’re convinced her bad luck with men is directly related to her lifelong lack of interest in all things romantic. when emily’s latest relationship
crashes and burns, she decides to go along with her friends’ plans for a romance
research project. sure, the idea that she’ll have better luck if she learns about the
Readable/Downloadable
great romances of literature and film seems a little silly, but emily figures it can’t
hurt. in no time at all, emily finds herself buried under a mountain of romance
novels, chick flicks, and sappy love songs, hopeful that her hard work will pay off
with true love. when she meets greg, ashley and ryan are convinced she’s found
prince charming—after all, he’s rich, handsome, and totally into emily. what more
could she want? and why does it seem that her friend elliot isn’t exactly happy for
her? faced with misunderstandings, miscommunications, and a seemingly endless
string of missteps, she is nevertheless determined to give true love a try. in doing
so, emily will eventually find that true romance, the kind that lasts, has little to do
with stereotypes or clichés, and everything to do with finding out what’s in her
own heart. ...more

CABLE AND DEADPOOL, VOL 8: DEADPOOL VS THE MARVEL
UNIVERSE (CABLE AND DEADPOOL #8)
since deadpool is twice as much trouble as anyone in the marvel universe, the
only logical people who could possibly rescue him and bob, agent of hydra, from
their temporal tantrum are... well, everyone guest appearances include captain
america, the fantastic four, doctor strange and more twice the guest stars twice the
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fun but not twice the price how can you say no? colle since deadpool is twice as
much trouble as anyone in the marvel universe, the only logical people who could
possibly rescue him and bob, agent of hydra, from their temporal tantrum are.
well, everyone guest appearances include captain america, the fantastic four,
doctor strange and more twice the guest stars twice the fun but not twice the price
how can you say no? collects cable & deadpool #43-50 .more

THIS IS NOT A LOVE STORY (LOVE STORY UNIVERSE)
when fifteen-year-old romeo's mother leaves one day and doesn't return, he finds
himself homeless and trying to survive on the streets. mute and terrified, his
silence makes him vulnerable, and one night he is beaten by a gang of other kids,
only to be rescued by a boy who pledges to take care of him. julian is barely two
years older than romeo. a runaway from an abusive ho when fifteen-year-old
romeo's mother leaves one day and doesn't return, he finds himself homeless and
trying to survive on the streets. mute and terrified, his silence makes him
vulnerable, and one night he is beaten by a gang of other kids, only to be rescued
by a boy who pledges to take care of him. julian is barely two years older than
Readable/Downloadable
romeo. a runaway from an abusive home, he has had to make some difficult
choices and sells himself on the street to survive. taking care of romeo changes
him, gives him a purpose in life, gives him hope, and he tries to be strong and
keep his troubles with drugs behind him. but living as they do is slowly destroying
him, and he begins to doubt he can be strong enough. this is the story of their
struggle to find a way off the streets and stay together at all costs. but when events
threaten to tear them apart, it is romeo who must find the strength within himself
to help julian (and not let their love story turn into a shakespearean tragedy).
...more

CIVIL WAR: MARVEL UNIVERSE (MARVEL CIVIL WAR)
sc, tpb, in cello, new, written by brian michael bendis, warren ellis, paul jenkins, dan slott, michael
avon oeming, matt fraction, robert kirkman, ty templeton, and marc guggenheim. art by marc silvestri,
tom raney, paul smith, leinil francis yu, david aja, phil hester, scott kollins, and ty templeton. cover by
marc silvestri. published in june of 2007, softcover, 128 pag sc, tpb, in cello, new, written by brian
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michael bendis, warren ellis, paul jenkins, dan slott, michael avon oeming, matt fraction, robert
kirkman, ty templeton, and marc guggenheim. art by marc silvestri, tom raney, paul smith, leinil francis
yu, david aja, phil hester, scott kollins, and ty templeton. cover by marc silvestri. published in june of
2007, softcover, 128 pages, full color. cover price $11.99. ...more
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CRUEL BEAUTY (CRUEL BEAUTY UNIVERSE)
graceling meets beauty and the beast in this sweeping fantasy about one girl's
journey to fulfill her destiny and the monster who gets in her way-by stealing her
heart. based on the classic fairy tale beauty and the beast, cruel beauty is a
dazzling love story about our deepest desires and their power to change our
destiny. since birth, nyx has been betrothed to the evil rul graceling meets beauty
and the beast in this sweeping fantasy about one girl's journey to fulfill her destiny
and the monster who gets in her way-by stealing her heart. based on the classic
fairy tale beauty and the beast, cruel beauty is a dazzling love story about our
deepest desires and their power to change our destiny. since birth, nyx has been
betrothed to the evil ruler of her kingdom-all because of a foolish bargain struck
by her father. and since birth, she has been in training to kill him. with no choice
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but to fulfill her duty, nyx resents her family for never trying to save her and hates
herself for wanting to escape her fate. still, on her seventeenth birthday, nyx
abandons everything she's ever known to marry the all-powerful, immortal
ignifex. her plan? seduce him, destroy his enchanted castle, and break the ninehundred-year-old curse he put on her people. but ignifex is not at all what nyx
expected. the strangely charming lord beguiles her, and his castle—a shifting
maze of magical rooms—enthralls her. as nyx searches for a way to free her
homeland by uncovering ignifex's secrets, she finds herself unwillingly drawn to
him. even if she could bring herself to love her sworn enemy, how can she refuse
her duty to kill him? with time running out, nyx must decide what is more
important: the future of her kingdom, or the man she was never supposed to love.
...more
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